BCTC Mathematics/Statistics Course Sequence (Fall 2013)

ALL prerequisites are enforced!

* Students with conflicting placement scores must enroll in the lower course.

ONLINE COURSES*** (Section Numbers Include "Z")
MAT055, MAT065, MAT085 (MA108R), MAT150 (MA109), MAT 170 (MA123), MA162, MAT126, MAT155, STA200, STA215, STA291

*** Online courses not recommended for students in Developmental Reading or Developmental English

Advising Notes:
\(\Delta\) The developmental math sequence should always be followed.
\(\Delta\) All gen-ed course prerequisites are enforced, regardless of non-degree status.
\(\Delta\) Students not happy with their placement may retake COMPASS or schedule a bypass exam with the Developmental Math Coordinator.
\(\Delta\) No Class Limit Overrides are given for math classes.
\(\Delta\) MAT 150 can be used as a replacement option for MA 109.

Math Coordinator: Barbara Elzey x56413
Dev. Math Coord: Jennifer Pevley x56872
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